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Title word cross-reference

$37.99$ [Rag13]. $60.00$ [Mil13]. $70$ [Gam09]. $\text{AU}$ [Tho04a]. $\lambda$
[AMR09, BFG97, BS96, Cro99, CH94b, CD96, DM05, GK96, Gol00, HD97,
Hue94, KR97, Kam05, OP97]. $\lambda\nu$ [BBLRD96]. $\lambda s\epsilon$ [Gui00]. $\omega$ [HL96]. $\Pi$
[KN96, DG02, GK96, Jef01, RH03].

-calculi [Kam05]. -calculus [AMR09, Cro99, CD96, DG02, DM05, GK96,
Gol00, Gui00, HD97, Hue94, KR97, OP97, RH03, Jef01]. -conversion
[KN96]. -cube [BFG97]. -RED [GK96].


$0$ [Bha09, Boi03, Boi12, Bud08, Ceb11, Ceb12, Der04, Hut94, Jon92b, Kar03,
Kel03, Khu01, McK99, Mit95, San06, Sim07, Tho02, Tho04b, Vil07, dP01, vS00].
$0-13-184854-2$ [Fou96]. $0-13-288788-6$ [Fou96]. $0-13-722075-8$ [Fou96].
arbitrary-rank [PVWS07]. Architecture [Joh92]. Armstrong
[Dup95, San09]. array [Gre05, Sch03b, WC01]. Arrays
[Pey03h, HS15, Joh98, BO97]. arrow [AVDP13, LIWY10]. arrow-based
[AVDP13]. arrows [JHH09, LCH11]. Art [HP93, HP95a, Lew13, Pat14].
Arvind [Hai03]. Aspects [Wal04, AHK08, KR02, Oka01, Ram03]. Asperti
[Mic00]. assembly [MCGW02, MCGW03]. assertions [BCG05].
Assignment [Sch03b, Di93]. assistant [Chl08]. associated [Gol00].
associative [KM01]. associative-commutative [KM01]. assumptions
[VPSS11]. asynchronous [GV10]. augment [GJ07]. Author
[Ano91a, Ano92a, Ano93a, Ano94a, Ano95a, Ano96a]. augmenting [GS05].
AutoBayes [FS03]. Automata [Kri06]. Automated
[Ben01, Car11, GKM08, Har09b]. Automatic
[App97a, DG00, IB99, Lap98]. automation [GZND13]. avoidability [BJI17].
avoidance [Cra20]. aware [SZJ14]. axioms [CD18].

[Ano91d, Ano91f, Ano91h, Ano91j, Ano92b, Ano92d, Ano92f, Ano92h, Ano93b, Ano93d, Ano94a, Ano94b, Ano94d, Ano94f, Ano94h, Ano95b, Ano95d, Ano95f, Ano95j, Ano96b, Ano96d, Ano96f, Ano96h, Ano96i, Ano96l, Ano99a, Ano99c, Ano99e, Ano99g, Ano99i, Ano10a, Ano10b, Ano10e, Ano10g, Ano11a, Ano11c, Ano11e, Ano11g, Ano11i, Ano12a, Ano12c, Ano12e, Ano12g, Ano13a, Ano13c, Ano13e, Ano13g, Ano13i, Ano13k, Ano14a, Ano14c, Ano14e, Ano14g, Ano14i, HM96]. backend [TMK+19].
Backhouse [Sha04b]. Backtracking [PS17]. balanced [FL11, HY11].
Balancing [HY11, Ada93]. bananas [WW08]. Baral [Sha04a]. Barendregt
[KN96]. bargain [Nee05]. Barron [Kel03]. Barski [Jad14]. base [LP09].
Based [AMS05, AVDP13, BN05, Bla18, BL96, CG96, Cla96, HMM18, Han98, HS15, KSK08, LG05, Mac94, Men14, Mor18, MCGW02, MCGW03, SHMB05, SFL17, SDK18, SGM+09, TN15, ZPV06]. Basic
[McK99, Pey03y. App97b, IRK01]. Basics [Tho16, HM96]. Basis
[Jon06, CL91, Cla96]. Batcher [HM18a]. be [Grc96]. bee [CLM20, Ser00].
Beginner [Mic13, Hud15, Lip12, TUm15]. Beginning
[Men14, Whl13, Rag13, Gre14]. behaviour [ANN97]. behind [CA20]. being
[Nil01]. Ben [Gor96]. benchmark [HSB97, HFA+96]. Benchmarking
[HFA+96, MR01]. benefit [AH08]. benefits [CK04]. Berger [Dyc04].
bidirectional [MW18]. bidirectionalization [MW18, VHWM13].
bidirectionalizer [VHMW13]. Big [AC09, CG18, NH09, Feg17]. Big-step
[AC09, NH09]. binary [Gol00, GL15, GS06, Hin02, KV12, Pad17, Swi20].
binder [Kam05]. binders [LP13, PP12]. binding [Pal93, SW16, Wan93].
binding-safe [SW16]. binding-time [Pal93, Wan93]. Bindings
[Pey03v, FCDF12]. binomial [Hin99b]. Biological [Wak06]. Bird
[Gru15, Hin09a, Mil13, PT99]. bisimulation [FHJ98]. bit [Hin00b, KV12].
bit-reversal [Hin00b]. black [GM14, Kah01, Oka99b]. B¨ohm [Tro95].
constructing [Hin18]. Construction [Sha04b]. Constructions [WC03, BB96, GN91]. Constructive [DV19, DD95]. constructively [UV17]. constructor [Jon95]. constructors [AMR09]. Container [HD00]. Containers [AGH+15]. context [BC15, GM04, Lju04]. context-free [BC15, Lju04]. context-sensitive [GM04]. contexts [BHM +06, FCFD12]. Contextual [LP13]. continuation [SR98]. continuations [DS07, FS02, HDM93, HLA20]. contract [NTHV17, SSTH18]. Contracts [GPW12, BM06]. Contributions [BJ17]. Control [AH08, Thi09, BN05, BD06, DA14, DNB12, GAM18, HL96, KKS11, SMMR17]. control-flow [GAM18]. controlling [ACR16]. conversion [KN96, SH12]. converting [ZMCN18]. copatterns [AP16]. Coq [ZDK+15]. Core [FHJ98, Ros18]. coroutine [PS20]. correct [BH15, EAKC06, Gam11b, Joh03]. Correctness [FBH17, Pag07, Pal93, AF04, BL96, CGMS06, CK95, FH03, Wan93]. Correspondence [BCG05]. corresponding [GPN19]. Corrigendum [Har09a]. cost [AS96, BEJW16]. countdown [Hut02a, BM05]. counterexample [CH94b]. Counting [GL13, GL15, CGR96]. counts [KV12]. Course [Rea97]. Cousineau [Har99b]. Cover [Ano91e, Ano91d, Ano91g, Ano91f, Ano91i, Ano91h, Ano91j, Ano92c, Ano92b, Ano92e, Ano92d, Ano92g, Ano92f, Ano92i, Ano92h, Ano93c, Ano93b, Ano93e, Ano93d, Ano93g, Ano93f, Ano93i, Ano93h, Ano94c, Ano94b, Ano94e, Ano94d, Ano94g, Ano94f, Ano94i, Ano94h, Ano95c, Ano95b, Ano95e, Ano95d, Ano95g, Ano95f, Ano95i, Ano95h, Ano96c, Ano96e, Ano96d, Ano96g, Ano96f, Ano96i, Ano96h, Ano96i, Ano96j, Ano96m, Ano96l, Ano96b, Ano96a, Ano99d, Ano99c, Ano99f, Ano99g, Ano99i, Ano99j, Ano99h, Ano99c, Ano99e, Ano99d, Ano99a, Ano10a, Ano10d, Ano10c, Ano10f, Ano10e, Ano10h, Ano10g, Ano11b, Ano11a, Ano11d, Ano11c, Ano11f, Ano11e, Ano11h, Ano11g, Ano11j, Ano11i, Ano12b, Ano12a, Ano12d, Ano12c]. Cover [Ano12f, Ano12e, Ano12h, Ano12g, Ano12j, Ano13b, Ano13a, Ano13d, Ano13c, Ano13f, Ano13e, Ano13h, Ano13g, Ano13j, Ano13i, Ano13l, Ano13k, Ano14b, Ano14a, Ano14d, Ano14c, Ano14f, Ano14e, Ano14h, Ano14g, Ano14j, Ano14i]. covering [Bir11]. CPS [DD03a, DD03b, DMN07, FS02, PW03a]. CPU [Pey03s]. Craft [Ric98]. CRAY [BH92]. CRC [Clau95, Pat14]. Create [Hag11, Par10]. critique [App93]. CS1 [Mor18]. cube [BFG97, Jon13, KN96]. cubism [Jac96]. CUFN [MME12]. CUFN13 [ESM15]. Cuneiform [BRL17]. Curien [dp01]. curriculum [FFFK04]. curry [MP06]. course [GM14]. Custom [SFG14]. cut [BG00, GJ07, Joh03, PS17].

D [Fou96, Kah98, Oka99a]. Daniel [Chi09, Slo09, Tah03a, Tan20]. d'applications [Lou04]. Data [CG81, Hin99a, Mi95, Swi08, All05, AJ15, Bur91b, BC93, CDP15, Co03, FS03, GS06, Har93a, HP06, KV12, MR01, NO99, NS93, SW17, SNS16, Tre95, Feg17, Tho04b]. data-parallel [NO99]. datatype [BP99, VYH +10]. datatype-generic [VYH +10]. datatypes [Hin01, Mat09]. dated [PT99]. Dates [Pey03q]. David
Debasish [Spe20], Debugger [TA95, Nil01], debugging [Har99a, Har09a, NF94, Yi06], December [Wat14], Deciding [CCG05, Di93], decision [TN15], Declarations [Pey03v], Declarative [Sha04a, Wal04, KR02], Dedicated [AP13, SF14, TN10, TL11, ACW12, DS16], Deduction [LS96, BG00], defined [NO99], Defining [Tro95], definition [FCDF12], definitional [HP99], definitions [LP13], Deletion [GM14], Delimited [DA14, BD06, DPS07, KKS11], DeMaio [Jad14], Demand [GBF05, HK05, LB96], densest [CM15], densest-segment [CM15], dependencies [SDPJS07], Dependent [AF04, BDT01, BDT04, CD18, MKJ09, SJ92, WE09], Domain [Bir91a, Baghdadi01, Jef98, CJ02, WE09], Domain-theoretic [SJ92], domains [CG97, dP01], Double [Hut02b], down [Hen12], Drawing [AA10, Ken96, Kol12], duplicates [Bir91a], Dutch [Swi11], Dynamic [ACPR95, App97a, Lap98, SJW18, SH98, Bou92, FBTI17, MG06, She11, SMRR17, SV13, Wak98], Dynamics [LM93], eager [BJD97], Eastlund [Tan20], Eden [DHLB16, LOMPM05], edited [Bur99, Han04, Kaj98, Pag98, Tho99], Edition [Gam11a, Bud08, Chi09, Gor96, Rea97], editor [AVDP13, Ang03], editor-based [AVDP13], EditorArrow [AVDP13], Editorial [Ano91b, AP13, BHH93, Bir99, CG18, DS16, FBTI12, FBTI14, Gib90, Him04],
Hin10b, HM04, KH18, Law08, LC01, Ler09, LF09, SF14, SA14, SD17, TN10, TL11, PW98, Wad97, ACW12. editors
[Ang03, Bai99, Der04, Dyc01, Jon06, Lin00, Pag97]. Edmonds [Ceb11]. eds
[Hut94, Rea04, Wa104]. education [SWD05, TW93, Bai99]. Educational
[Fel03, Kri06, PW03b, SWD05, Wak06, Yi06]. Effect
[HLA20, BGT16, BSO20, KPS+20, LP20, TJ92]. effect-safe [BSO20].
Effective [SNM+10, Ti15]. effectiveness [HSB97]. effects [AJ15, DA14, DNB12, KP17, MT91, MP08, MS01, PM00, PRS20, SSV08, Th09]. Effekt
[BSO20]. Efficiency [SF16, Liu13, Spe14]. Efficient [Ada93, BC15, BJ93, GKM+08, GS06, Joh98, Mog92, Gol00, Hoo92, Oka95, Sch03b]. Eijck
[Orc14, San06]. Elaborating [CA20, Dun14]. Elements
[Ull94, Fou96]. Eliminating [CDP16]. elimination [BG00, DG00, Mai92]. eliminations
[Stu17]. Ellen [Fou96]. Embedded [Ben05, SFG14, EFD03]. Embedding
[Ram11, RH03]. Embedded [Jon06]. Empirical [AS96]. Encapsulating
[Bur91b]. encapsulation [MS01]. Encoding [WW08]. encodings [SF16].
engine [SFG14]. Engineering [Pag07, Abr10, Boi12]. engines [SDK18].
English [Wat14]. Enhancing [VHM13]. Enno [Sha06]. enough [Sp12].
enriched [LP99]. ensure [AF04]. enter [MP06]. Enumerating
[GLB06, Mci04]. enumeration [NFF17]. Enumerators [Bar92a].
environment
[Asp92, CWM02]. 
equality [ACD+20, Ada06, EHBR14, VW10]. Equals [KRRS97].
equational [BC06a]. Equivalence [MT91, Bie00, GHL99, LP13, LTJ94].
erasure [CWM02]. Eratosthenes [Mee04, Nyk11, O’N09]. Eric [Jad14].
Erik [Bur99, Tho99]. Erlang [Hud15, Sun09, Arm07, Kes12, Cas13, Dup95].
Errata [Ano91c]. Erratum [Jon93]. errors [CE18, PW96, SJW18].
Escape [Erw04, Han98]. Essays [Rea04]. essence [Dag17, GdS09].
Essentials [FWH01, FW08, Chi09, Tah03a]. eta [JG95]. eta-expansion
[JG95]. eval [MP06]. eval/apply [MP06]. evaluate [GTN+19]. evaluated
[CKS90, NR12]. Evaluation [Sch15, Tho02, AHN92, BJ97, BJ93, BP96, Bre18, Bur91a, CK95, DRR01, Lru91, Mac99, PM00, Jon92b]. evaluator
[GJ91]. Even [Oka98, HM18a]. Event [Boi12, Abr10]. Event-B
[Boi12, Abr10]. events [DF08]. ever [Nil01, Oka98, Pie13]. Every [KV12].
everything [Pie13]. examined [ORT09]. example [T115]. Exceptional
[BK01]. exceptions [DM05, SMR17]. excluded [BB96].
excluded-middle [BB96]. execution
[ABR97, GKM+08, KH95, NTH17, Thi03]. exercise [Erw04, Lütt03].
external [Lau96]. exotic [FSN90]. expanding [Bir13]. Expansion
[Pol08, FCDF12, JG95]. Experience [Waz10, HMG04]. experiences
[MW08]. experimental [WE09]. Expert [HNSSH97]. Explaining [Hin99b].
Explicit [ACCL91, KPS+20, BBLRD96, FP15, KR97]. Exploiting [MS08].
exploration [SNS16]. exploratory [RTF93]. explore [BAD+01].
Exploring [TLM95]. expressed [CG96]. Expression
[vS00, Hos06, HP03, Hud00, ORT09, Jon07]. Expressions
expressiveness [Hut99]. Extended [Han93, HW16, GJL+07, Hin10a, MS01, PG20, SSTH18]. Extending [KR97, O’H96], extensible [BSO20]. extension [HL96]. extensionality [JFDA17]. extensions [Tho16]. extracted [Ben01].

F [HL96, RRD14]. F# [Pic07, De 11]. F-ing [RRD14]. Factorisations [Jon92b, Lau91]. Factorising [HJG10]. Fair [NFFM17]. fake [Bir19]. Faking [McB02]. family [SIV08]. fast [KRRS97, MP06]. Faster [PS20, HJG10]. fat [Erw98]. Fault [PG20, SMT16]. Fault-tolerant [PG20]. FC [MS04]. Flag [JFDA17]. Features [HSB97]. Felleisen [Jad14]. Feng [Jad14]. Feng-Yun [Jad14]. Fernández [Sim07]. Fethi [Rus03]. fifth [Joh92]. filters [Hos06]. Finally [CKS09, DP12]. find [Bir19]. Finding [BC06b, CG97]. Finger [HP06]. Finite [Sch03a, CG97]. Finiteness [UV17]. First [JK09, Mcb03, RW97, BAD+01, CK04, HDM93, JVV93, LLRR93, Spi00, Yi06]. First-class [JK09, HDM93]. First-order [Mcb03, RW97, BAD+01, Yi06]. first-year [JVV93]. fix [SH14]. Fixed [HH91, CG97, VH95]. Flag [Swi11]. Flagship [Kea94]. Flattening [Oka03]. Flexible [SMMR17, SW16]. float [HFA+96]. float-intensive [HFA+96]. FLOPS [CS16]. Florence [Jad14]. Flow [Tho04b, BN05, Col03, CKP05, DD03a, GAM18, HY05, JSE+14, MS08, PP01, PW03a, SMMR17, WDMT02]. focused [Cra20]. fold [Hut99, SH14]. Folding [Dan19, Sch03a, Zhu94]. folding/unfolding [Zhu94]. folds [HJG10]. folklore [BD06]. forest [FP03]. Formal [Cia96, Gor96, Sch04, VDH10, Bru92, DP09, Hut99, Li06]. Formalisation [AD15]. format [T115]. Formatting [Hin03]. Forms [BAD+01]. Forms/3 [BAD+01]. formula [HW97]. Forrest [Jad14]. Fortifying [Cul12]. foundation [AMST97, HMM18, JKJ+18]. Foundations [DTT18, Pic07, Rea04, Wat14, Har13, PT94, De 11, Ten97]. founded [AP16]. four [PW96]. Fowler [Hag12]. FPCA [Joh92]. Fractal [MC13]. fractals [Jon04]. fragment [HPR98]. Framework [Ran04, Di 93, DPS07, HL07, HP95b, LG05, Luo03, SWD05]. Frameworks [DH00, Hru03]. Fran [Tho00]. Francisco [Jad14]. Francois [Tho04b]. Franz [Klo01]. Fred [Hud15]. free [BS00, BCP12, BC15, Lju04, Luo03]. fresh [Hin02]. Friedman [Chi09, Tah03a, Tan20]. Front [Ano91e, Ano91g, Ano91i, Ano91k, Ano92c, Ano92g, Ano92i, Ano93e, Ano93c, Ano93e, Ano93g, Ano93i, Ano94c, Ano94e, Ano94g, Ano94i, Ano95e, Ano95c, Ano95e, Ano95g, Ano95i, Ano96c, Ano96e, Ano96g, Ano96i, Ano96k, Ano96m, Ano99b, Ano99c, Ano99d, Ano99f, Ano99h, Ano99j, Ano10b, Ano10d, Ano10f, Ano10h, Ano11b, Ano11d, Ano11f, Ano11h, Ano11j, Ano12b, Ano12d, Ano12f, Ano12h, Ano12j, Ano13b, Ano13d, Ano13f, Ano13h, Ano13i, Ano13l, Ano14b, Ano14d, Ano14f, Ano14h, Ano14j]. frontiers [HH91]. FT [HSB97]. full [GPN19]. full-reducing [GPN19]. fully [AGL20, RH03]. Fun [Ach11, Han04, GdM03]. function [Oka98, Rit91, SF06]. Functional
[Ada93, Ang03, AH04, ARS94, BLS04, Bir91b, Bir91a, Bir92a, Bir92b, Bir93, Bir97a, Bir97b, Bir01a, BM04, Bir04, BC06b, Bir06, Bir10, Bur99, Ceb12, Cla04, Cur06, Dan98, EK06, Gib96a, Gib96b, GLB06, GBF05, HMP98, Har09a, HP93, Har99b, HMG04, Hin99a, Hin09b, Hoo92, HM96, Jon04, KH18, Ken96, Kol12, LS96, Lin00, Lju04, LW99, MK97, Mai04, Mar04, MS04, Mee04, Mel97, Mic00, Mic07, Mill3, Mol93, OR04, Orl04, Pag97, Pag98, Ragn, Rea97, Ric98, Run97, Rus03, Schul3a, Schul3a, Schul11, SA14, TW93, Tho99, Tri05, Wam11, Waz10, Wei04, vS00, AA10, ABF92, ABR97, All05, AD15, Ary94, BKP01, Bir00, BDH96, Bir20, BH92, BR17, BO96, BR94, CK, CDHA14, Ch94, Cla15, CM98, DG00, DRvE95, Erw01, Fil03, FF06, FKS11, FM00, FSNB09, GS05, GG99, GSWZ96, Gre05, GMO06, HSB97, Han99, Han98, Har93b, HFA+96, HG96, HW97, Hin04, Hud00, Hue05, HNSSHH, JVV93, LP13, LOMPM05, LS10, Li03, Mac94, MT91, MW08, Mor18, MJ98b, MR01, NF94, Nil01, NO99, O’H96, OB97, Oka95, Oka99b, Oka01, PS05, PG92, Pey92, RL99, RW97, RW99, RW93b, RTF93, SB98, Sch03b, SJ92, SM13, SBH910, Sta98, SMT16, SDPJS07, SC09, Tho00, TL13, WS92, Wak98, Wak99, Wak07, Wom00, ZSW95, Joh95, Joh92, Spe90, Bau99, Bro12].

**Functional** [FKS11, FM00, FSNB09, GS05, GG99, GSWZ96, Gre05, GMO06, HSB97, Han99, Han98, Har93b, HFA+96, HG96, HW97, Hin04, Hud00, Hue05, HNSSHH, JVV93, LP13, LOMPM05, LS10, Li03, Mac94, MT91, MW08, Mor18, MJ98b, MR01, NF94, Nil01, NO99, O’H96, OB97, Oka95, Oka99b, Oka01, PS05, PG92, Pey92, RL99, RW97, RW99, RW93b, RTF93, SB98, Sch03b, SJ92, SM13, SBH910, Sta98, SMT16, SDPJS07, SC09, Tho00, TL13, WS92, Wak98, Wak99, Wak07, Wom00, ZSW95, Joh95, Joh92, Spe90, Bau99, Bro12].

**Functionally** [Gru15, FP03, HM96].

**Functionals** [IRK01, JO15].

**Functions** [Pey03o, Pey03f, Pey03p, BHY07, BR08, BD92, CG97, DM14, Hut92, HJG10, IB99, KN08, MLC91, NN91, Oka98, Ram11, VK04].

**Functorial** [JBM98].

**Funser** [ZSW95].

**Further** [Chi94].

**Fusion** [Gru15, FP03, HM96].

**fuzz** [MJ98a].

G [Pey92].

**G-machine** [Pey92].

**Gabriel** [LP09].

**Gabriel-Ulmer** [LP09].

**Gabrielle** [Tho94a].

**GADTs** [ZMCN18].

**Galois** [DV19].

**game** [F+13, Li03, WE09].

**games** [Mor18].

**Gansner** [Jon06].

**garbage** [JSE+14, App97a].

**Garsia** [Bir20].

**Gauss** [AD15].

**Gencel** [EAK06].

**General** [Hag11, Bra13, HP06, LP09, Par10].

**general-purpose** [Bra13, HP06].

**generalised** [GJ07, HLA20].

**generalization** [G99].

**Generalized** [PRS20, Bar91a, Hin00a].

**Generalizing** [Hin00a].

**Generating** [BP96, CDP15, ARS94, FS03, GL13, GL15, MLC91].

**Generation** [TW00, Tal03b, AD15, BP92, Glith94, SGM+03, Th99].

**generativity** [De97, Ler96].

**generator** [EAK06].

**generators** [Ram03, Sch15].

**Generic** [BJB15, BD96, Hen12, Hin10b, GL+07, OG10, PNCB90, VYH+10].

**Generics** [Hin06].

**Genuine** [O’N09, Nyk11].

**geometry** [D95].

**Gerald** [Kar03].

**Ghosh** [Spe20].

**Ghostbuster** [ZMCN18].

**Gibbons** [Han94].

**Gilmore** [Ang93].

**Girard** [Has00].

**Glasgow** [PM02].

**Global** [Hug04, BL96].

**Go** [SJW18, WW08].

**Going** [FSNB09].

**Good** [Mic13, Hud15, Lip12, Spi12].

**Gordon** [Hut94, Kah98, Rea04].

**GPUs** [SNS16].

**Gradual** [BG16, GTN+19].

**Grammar** [Bha99].

**grammar** [DP12].

**grammars** [Ben17, Lju04].

**Grammatical** [Ran04].

**granularity** [ACR16, AFB92].

**graph** [Bir13, Erw01, GK96, Joh98].

**graphs** [Erw01].

**Great** [Mic13, Hud15, Lip12].
greedy [Bir92a, Bir92b]. Greg [Ang03, Lin00]. ground [JKJ+18]. groups [DG02].

Guerrini [Mic00]. guide [Lip12, ZS17, Mic13, Hud15]. guided [ACR16]. Guy [Har99b, Rus03].

H [Bai99, Jon06, Khu01, O’D01]. Hall [Dup95, Fou96, Gor96, Pat14, PT99].


handlers [BSO20, HLA20, KP17, PRS20]. handling [SDPS07]. Hans [Ang03].

Hans-Wolfgang [Ang03]. Hansen [Klu01]. hardwood [Kah98, Klo01, Mil13]. Hardcover [Wat14].

hardware [Bru92, GMO06, PI11, Pey92]. Haridi [Gam09]. Harper [Wat14]. Harrison [Car11, Mit95].

Hartel [Bai99]. Haskell [Hud99, Jon07, vS00, BFGJ04, BJZS10, BLH16, BEMW16, CG96, CK02, DvJE04, EK06, Fax02, HLB95, HK05, Hug04, HM98, Hut00, Hut02b, Hut07, Jun13, Lip12, Litt03, Mar02, McB02, Me00, Men14, OG10, SFG14, SM1J16, Thi02, TU0015, Bha09, Gre14, Gr15, Tho04a, Rie98].

Haskell-Embedded [SFG14]. Haskell [TLF02]. Haskore [HMGW96].

haste [BJD97]. Haynes [Tah03a]. HB [Han04]. Heap [RW93b, AS96, RR96]. heaps [Hin99b]. Hébert [Hud15]. height [Bir97a].

Helmut [Dyc01]. Herman [C1a5]. Heterogeneous [Swi20, Abe09, SFL17]. hidden [Pot13]. hierarchical [SNS16]. High

[SLW+07, Tri05, Kre04, Mar02, Sch03b]. High-level [SLW+07, Sch03b]. high-performance [Kre04, Mar02]. Higher [HP99, Hut92, NTHV17, RW99, AN97, AD15, AGN96, BHY07, Bla18, CG97, DNB12, GM93, HM94, Huh94, Jun95, Jon01, JKK+18, LP13, MP06, MS08, MO14, NN91, Oka98, Plo09, Ram11, SVB17, SSV08, To94, VV10, WW08, GP98, Kah98].


Homomorphism [Gih96b]. Homotopical [AMLH16]. Honour [Rea04].

Horn [Jad14]. HOT [DG00, Wad97]. Hough [Fok11]. HtDP [Mor18].

HtDP-based [Mor18]. HTML [Thi02]. http [Hag11]. Hudak [Jon07, vS00].

Hughes [Joh92]. Huth [Bud08]. Hutton [Bha09].

I/O [AP95]. ICFP [ACW12, AP13, DS16, SF14, TN10, TL11]. Id [HLB95].


[Tho04b, BHY07, CMS03, Co03, GHL99]. Implementation [Hag11, Mck99, Mic00, Nil01, TW00, Tah03b, AHN12, App97b, Bir20, Bra13, KRRS97, LW99, Mac99, NN91, Pad17, Par10, Tho16, Tho02].

Implementations [Sha04b, HFA+96]. implemented [HG96].

Implementing [Abe09, Bur91a, DRvE95, Han99, Pey92]. Implicit
[Ano10h, Ano10g, Ano11b, Ano11a, Ano11d, Ano11c, Ano11f, Ano11e, Ano11h, Ano11g, Ano11j, Ano11i, Ano12b, Ano12a, Ano12d, Ano12c, Ano12f, Ano12e, Ano12h, Ano12g, Ano12j, Ano12i, Ano13b, Ano13a, Ano13d, Ano13c, Ano13f, Ano13e, Ano13h, Ano13g, Ano13j, Ano13i, Ano13l, Ano13k, Ano14b, Ano14a, Ano14d, Ano14c, Ano14f, Ano14e, Ano14h, Ano14g, Ano14j, Ano14i, BDT01, DH00, DS16, Hin04, Hue03, Hut00, Oka01, SD17, TW00]. **Iterator** [GdSO09].

**J** [Gam11a, Han01, Tho02]. **Jack** [Kar03]. **Jackson** [Slo09]. **Jan** [Kol12, Orc14, San06]. **Jane** [Gor96]. **January** [KR02]. **Java** [Bro12, Cle16, Wak99, Wam11]. **Jay** [Kar03]. **Jean** [Boi12, Tho04b]. **Jean-Francois** [Tho04b]. **Jean-Raymond** [Boi12]. **Jeff** [Ceb11]. **Jeremy** [Han04]. **Jersey** [Fou96]. **JFP** [Hag12, Ano91e, Ano91d, Ano91g, Ano91f, Ano91i, Ano91h, Ano91k, Ano91j, Ano92c, Ano92b, Ano92e, Ano92d, Ano92g, Ano92f, Ano92i, Ano92h, Ano93c, Ano93b, Ano93e, Ano93d, Ano93g, Ano93f, Ano93i, Ano93h, Ano94c, Ano94b, Ano94e, Ano94d, Ano94e, Ano94g, Ano94f, Ano94i, Ano94h, Ano95c, Ano95b, Ano95e, Ano95d, Ano95g, Ano95f, Ano95i, Ano95h, Ano96c, Ano96b, Ano96d, Ano96c, Ano96g, Ano96f, Ano96i, Ano96h, Ano96k, Ano96j, Ano96m, Ano96l, Ano96b, Ano99a, Ano99c, Ano99e, Ano99g, Ano99h, Ano99i, Ano99j, Ano99k, Ano99l, Ano10b, Ano10a, Ano10d, Ano10c, Ano10f, Ano10e, Ano10i, Ano10h, Ano10g, Ano11a, Ano11d, Ano11c, Ano11f, Ano11e, Ano11h, Ano11g, Ano11j, Ano11i, Ano12b, Ano12a, Ano12d]. **JFP** [Ano12c, Ano12f, Ano12e, Ano12h, Ano12g, Ano12j, Ano12i, Ano13b, Ano13a, Ano13d, Ano13c, Ano13f, Ano13e, Ano13h, Ano13g, Ano13i, Ano13j, Ano13l, Ano13k, Ano14b, Ano14a, Ano14d, Ano14c, Ano14f, Ano14e, Ano14h, Ano14g, Ano14j, Ano14i]. **jigsaw** [Nak13].

**Joe** [Dup95, San09]. **Johan** [Bur99]. **John** [App97a, Boi03, Car11, Gor96, Joh92, Jon92b, Jon06, Kel03, Mit95, Rag13, Rag20, Sha04b, Ten97, Ten00, Tho99]. **Jones** [App97a, Oka99a]. **Jordan** [AD15]. **Journal** [MK97, Mel97]. **journey** [HB17]. **judgemental** [Ada06]. **July** [Bro12].

**Kansas** [SFG14]. **Kaufmann** [Hai03]. **Kees** [San06]. **Keller** [Tho04a]. **kernels** [GY13]. **Kessin** [Cas13]. **Kevin** [Lin00]. **keys** [Rit91]. **Kim** [Han01].

**King** [San06, Sim07]. **kit** [Ary94]. **Klaus** [Vil07]. **Kleisli** [Won00]. **KN** [GPN19]. **know** [Pie13]. **Knowledge** [Sha04a]. **Krishnamurthi** [Wal04]. **Krivine** [GPN19].

**L** [Fou96, Rea97, dP01]. **lambda** [AJ97, AF97, Bar91b, Bar92a, Bar92b, Bar91c, FH03, FD04, GJ91, GL13, GL15, HMP98, HM94, Hsf99, KN95, Luo03, Mai94, MOW98, Mog92, Par16, Sco02, SF16, Stu17, Zel16, BGO, Vas05, dP01, Gam11a]. **Lambda-Calculi** [dP01]. **lambda-calculus** [FD04, GJ91, Gam11a]. **lambda-encodings** [SF16]. **lambda-free** [Luo03]. **lambda-sigma** [HMP98]. **lambda-terms**
[Par16]. **LAML** [Nor05]. **Language** [Ano04, Par10, Rea04, SFG14, Slo09, SDF+09, Bie00, Bra13, BRL17, Bru94, BAD+01, CF10, FS08, FM00, GS05, GJL+07, GSWZ06, GMO06, HSB07, HG96, HPR98, Jac06, KRRS97, KM01, LLR93, LP03, Mac94, MCGV02, MCGW03, PS05, Ram11, Sab98, Ser00, SLW+07, SNS16, TO98, WS92, WE09, AMS05, H-ag11]. **Language-Based** [AMS05]. **Languages** [Bai99, Boi03, CG18, Chi09, Joh92, Sim07, SA14, Tah03a, Tho02, ACPR95, ACR16, AS96, AD15, Bar00, BC15, CKS09, EFD03, Fer04, Fer06, FW01, FW08, Han08, Har13, Har93b, HP93, HP95a, HFA+96, KR02, Mac99, Mai92, MP06, MT91, McI04, Mit03, NF94, Oka01, Par10, Pey92, RW97, RW99, Sta98, TL13, Hag11, Hag12, Ke03, Mic00, Ten97, Ten00, Wal04, Wat14]. **Lapalme** [Rus03]. **large** [MJ98b]. **Large-scale** [MJ98b]. **last** [Bir93]. **lattice** [CG96]. **Lattice** [CG96]. **Lattice-based** [CG96]. **Lattices** [Jon92a]. **Lauchbury** [Tho99]. **Launchbury** [Jon92b, Bre18]. **law** [PS17]. **Lawvere** [LP09]. **layout** [HW97, Lap98]. **Layouts** [Str11]. **Lazy** [Aug93, BFR+12, Run97, BJD97, Bre18, FKS11, HG96, Joh98, KRRS97, MG06, MJ98b, NF94, Nil01, NT01, Pey92, RW93b, RTF93, Ses97, TL13, Hag11, Hag12, Ke03, Mic00, Ten97, Ten00, Wal04, Wat14]. **LCF** [MNVS99]. **Leaks** [Jon92c]. **Learn** [Hac20]. **learn** [Lip12, F+13, Hud15, Mic13]. **Learning** [vS00, All05, Hud00]. **Least** [CG97]. **Lecture** [Bur99, Joh92, Tho99]. **left** [CA20, Dan19, Gol00, MM04, PS17]. **left-associated** [Gol00]. **left-zero** [Jon92c]. **Less** [CG97]. **Lessons** [Ber93]. **level** [CA20, Dan19, Gol00, MM04, PS17]. **lexical** [CCP95, Pey03]. **Lexical** [CPP95, Pey03]. **LF** [Pie13]. **Libraries** [Rut91]. **library** [Ber93, DD95, MS04, Pad17, Str11, SV13, Jon06]. **lift** [Tho00]. **lifting** [FH03, VH95]. **Lightweight** [SIV08, ZJ10, VYH+10]. **Lilac** [Mac94]. **Limited** [Pag98]. **Lin** [Jad14]. **Lindeman** [Jad14]. **Line** [BJ93, CK95]. **Lineage** [HMM18]. **lineage-based** [HMM18]. **Linear** [GV10, Mai04, SC09, Ze16, AJ07, Ben95, Bie00, CG96, CM15, Hen12, Hof99, KSK08, Mac94, WS92]. **linear-time** [CM15]. **Linear/modal** [Hof99]. **Linearization** [FD04]. **Lines** [RA19]. **Lins** [App07a]. **Linux** [DLP10]. **Lipovaca** [Mic13]. **List** [Pey03, Hoo92]. **Lists** [Swi20]. **Literacy** [Hic04]. **Little** [Tan20, FS02, CF10]. **Liu** [Spe14]. **Lloyd** [Kin07]. **LNCS** [Wal04]. **Local** [LP20, DNB12, VPSS11]. **Locales** [Pey03r]. **Locality** [Pl09]. **Localization** [SFL17]. **Locally** [Pit11]. **Loc** [LG05]. **Lockstep** [GPN19]. **Löf** [ACD+20, Hed98]. **Logarithmic** [OR04]. **Logic** [Car11, HR04, San06, Slo09, AD15, CCG05, CG96, DvJE04, DA18, Erw04, GM03, HK05, Har09b, Jac06, KJ+18, Mac94, MJ98a, MO14, RW97, RW99, SJ92, SR98, Dyc01, Hut94, Bud08]. **Logical** [DH00, Hue03, BBD98, BHY07, HL07, Has00, Luo03]. **Logics** [Stå98]. **Loidl** [Ang03]. **look** [Hin02, Nil01, Pie13]. **lookahead** [OR04]. **Loop** [SDK18]. **Looping** [CH94a]. **Loops** [HL99]. **Loverdos** [Ceb12].

M [Kah98, Klu01, Tho04a, dP01]. **MA** [Joh92]. **Machine**
[Wak99, All05, AGN96, GPN19, Ses97, Cle16, Pey92]. machines
[Asp92, Bur91a, DP09, SR98, VM12, Vas05]. MacLennan [Tho02].
Macmillan [Han04]. Macros [FCDF12, Cul12, Kri06]. make [GPW12].
manipulation [GS06]. Manning [Spe20]. Manoury [Lou04]. Macros [FCDF12, Cul12, Kri06]. made [GPW12].
manipulation [GS06]. Manning [Spe20]. Manoury [Lou04]. Macros [FCDF12, Cul12, Kri06]. made [GPW12].
TO98, Ul94, Xi07, ZJ10, Fou96, Mit95, O’D01, Jef98, Rea97. Mobile
 [Jef01, Kin07, BR04]. modal [Hof99]. modality [Thi09]. model
 [AVDP13, Bur91a, CC19, DP12, HMM18]. Modeling [Abr10, Spe20, Boi12].
 Modelling [BD92, Bud08, HR04]. Models
 [All05, Gam09, BM06, FS03, VH04]. Modern [App97b, McK99]. Modula
 [Aba94]. Modula-3 [Aba94]. Modular
 [Chl08, GN91, GY13, NT01, OSC12, SVJB17, VPSS11, JKJ +18, Ler00].
 Modularity [BFG97]. module [AZ02, Cou07, Ler00]. Modules
 [Pey03w, CF10, RRD14, Ros18, SP04, To94]. Monad
 [Pey03m, Cla99, ZDK +15]. Monadic
 [FM06, GJ07, HM98, MS01, SSW09, CKP05, DPS07, Sch09]. monitoring
 [KH95, STH18, Thi03]. monoidal [PRS20]. monoids [PS17, RJ17].
 monolithic [Joh98]. Monte [HLB95]. Moor [Han04, PT99]. Morgan
 [Der04, Hai03]. morphisms [SB99]. morphological [Hue05]. MP [BH92].
 MRI [OSC12]. MSO [TN15]. Mtac [ZDK +15]. Multi
 [SF06, DO02, IT16, LG05]. multi-disciplinary [LG05]. multi-parameter
 [DO02]. Multi-return [SF06]. multi-stage [IT16]. multicore [SZJ14].
 multicore-aware [SZJ14]. Multimedia [Kin07, BR04, Hud00, vS00].
 MultiMLton [SZJ14]. multiprocessor [Gre05]. music [HMGW96].
 mutable [CKP05]. Myers [Fou96].

 u [Pie13]. name [JFDA17]. names [ARS94, NP05, Pit11]. Nanopass
 Natural [HNSSH97, BG00, Bre18, DP09, Han93]. necessity [NP05]. need
 [AF97, FI00, MOW98, NH09, PW96]. needed [KP17]. Neil [Oka99a].
 nested [BP99, HL99, Mat09]. network [HM18a, HM18b]. networks
 [Kre04, She11]. Nicole [Jad14]. Nielson [Jef98]. Nikhil [Hai03]. Nipkow
 [Klo01]. NixOS [DLP10]. No [CA20, Hud15, Jad14, KP17, Mic13]. Nöcker
 [SSSS08]. Non [NDR11, PS05, BC06a, Bur91b, Fil03, KM01, NS93, Stä98].
 non-determinacy [Bur91b]. Non-determinism [PS05].
 non-deterministic [KM01]. non-functional [Fil03]. non-normalizing
 [BC06a]. Non-parametric [NDR11]. non-recursive [NS93]. non-strict
 [Stä98]. nondeterministic [FKS11]. Noninterference [HY05, HLSZ +16].
 Normal [Ben17, GPN19]. Normal-order [Ben17, GPN19]. normalisation
 [AHN12, AC09, BBLRD96, Ben95, Gui00, KR97]. normalising [Pol98].
 Normalization [DRR01, BFG97, GN91, Nec05]. normalizer [Abe09].
 normalizing [BC06a]. notation [BP99, HMGW96]. Note
 [BJJ17, ATK09]. nucleic [TLM95]. number [Bir98, BP92]. Numbers
 [Pey03e, Pey03d, Pey03t, Dan19]. numeral [Bar91c, Gol00]. numerals
 [Hin05, Par16]. Numeric [Pey03f]. Nuprl [Ben01, Kre04]. Nussbaum
 [Jad14]. NY [Gre14].

 O [AP95]. Object [Ceb12, Bru94, CD96, LS10, PT94, Sur07, Wad94].
BD06, Bir97a, Bir97b, Bir01a, BM04, Bir04, Bir06, Cla04, CH94b, Cur06, GLB06, Har09a, Hin05, HM96, Jon04, Ken04, Kri06, LS96, Lju04, Mai04, Mar04, Mee04, OR04, Run97, SWD05, Wak06, Wei04, Yi06. **Pearls** [Ada93, Bar91b, Bar92a, Bar92b, Bar91c, Bir91b, Bir91a, Bir92a, Bir92b, Bir93, BC06b, Bir10, EK06, Fel03, Gib96a, Gib96b, Hoo92, Ken96, Nee05, Oka03, PW03b, Hin04, Mil13]. **Pearson** [Tho04a]. **Perfect** [Hin00b]. **Performance** [Tri05, GTN’19, Kre04, Mar02]. **permutation** [BLS04]. **permutations** [Hin00b]. **Persistent** [BBC’01]. **perspective** [BB98, HH91, Oka99a]. **Peter** [Han01, Tho16]. **Peterson** [Jad14]. **pH** [Hai03]. **Phantom** [FP06]. **PhD** [Hut14, Hut15a, Hut15b, Hut16a, Hut16b, Hut17a, Hut17b, Hut18, Hut19a, Hut19b, Hut20a, Hut20b]. **Phil** [Ang03]. **phonological** [Hue05]. **photon** [HLB95]. **phrases** [BLS04]. **pi** [Vas05]. **Pickering** [De 11]. **Pickler** [Ken04]. **pieces** [FS02]. **Pipelined** [BKP01]. **pipelines** [PS20]. **Pitts** [Kah98]. **Planning** [Sch03a]. **Plasmeijer** [Bai99]. **Platforms** [SA14]. **playing** [LP03]. **Plessner** [Jad14]. **Plotkin** [Kah98]. **Planning** [Sch03a]. **Plessner** [Jad14]. **Plotkin-terms** [SB99]. **plug** [VHMW13]. **plug-ins** [VHMW13]. **point** [VH95]. **pointer** [Bir01a]. **pointless** [Gib99]. **points** [CG97, HH91]. **policy** [BJ17]. **Polymorphic** [TJ92, ACPR95, DD95, JM00, RT91, SV13, WDMT02]. **polymorphism** [CWM02, Gre96, FBH17, Jon95, Mai92, NMB08, SIV08, VW10, WW08, ZS17]. **polynomial** [BCMT01]. **Polytypic** [JJ98, VDH10, Wei06]. **polyvariance** [GAM18]. **Polyvariant** [PP01, WDMT02]. **Poon** [Fou96]. **poor** [Cla99]. **Portable** [BLH16]. **Portland** [KR02]. **positive** [SGJ96]. **postponement** [Pol98]. **Potter** [Gor96]. **Power** [Mci99, Jon01]. **powerful** [Zhu94]. **Pp** [Tho04a, Bha09, Ceb12, Fou96, Kin07, Mic07, Mit95, San09, Slo09, Vil07, Wal04, vS00]. **pp.** [Bro12, Dup95, Dyc01, Gam09, Gre14, Har99b, Hin99a, Joh92, Jon06, Klo01, Kol12, Mic00, Mic13, Mil13, O’D01, Rag13, Rus03, Wat14, Woo01]. **Practical** [BDT04, Car11, Har13, PVWS07, Rea97, BC15, BH92, Har09b, LP99, Xio7, KR02, Wal04, Wat14]. **Practice** [BDT01, Kol12, AA10, CCHO95, MMJ20, SVJB17]. **Pragmas** [Pey03c]. **Pragmatic** [Hag11, Ram03, San09]. **predecessors** [Kis20]. **Predefined** [Pey03x]. **predicates** [Has00]. **predicative** [AA02, CCP01]. **Predictive** [PF96]. **preemptive** [GY13]. **Preface** [CS16, FP07, MU09]. **prefix** [She11]. **Prelude** [Pey03a]. **Prentice** [Dup95, Fou96, Gor96, PT99]. **Prentice-Hall** [Gor96]. **presence** [SMRR17]. **presentations** [FP06]. **preserve** [Gui00]. **preserves** [BBLR96, KR97]. **Press** [Bha09, Boi03, Boi12, Car11, Ceb11, Ceb12, Chi09, Cla15, Fou96, Gam09, Gru15, Han01, Har99b, Hin99a, Hud15, Hut94, Jald14, Jef01, Jon92b, Jon06, Jon07, Kah98, Kah05, Kar03, Klo01, McK99, Mic00, Mic13, Mil13, O’D01, Oka09a, Pag97, Pag98, Pat14, Rag13, Rea97, Rea04, Sha04a, Slo09, Spe14, Tah03a, Ten20, Ten97, Ten00, Tho02, Tho16, Wat14, Woo01, vS00]. **pretty** [SC09]. **pretty-printing** [SC09]. **Price** [Gam09, Tho04a, Wal04]. **primes** [Run97]. **Principal** [Tof94]. **principle** [Mat09]. **Principles** [Mac99, Tho02].
printing [SC09]. priority [BO96]. Probabilistic [EK06]. probabilities [MG06]. Problem
[Sha04a, Swi11, Bir91b, Bir11, CCP01, Cra20, CM15, HG96, Hut02a].
Problems [NT01, Bir01b, CG96, MLC91]. procedures [TN15].
proceedings [Joh92, KR02]. process [BCG05, DHLB16]. Processes [Cla04].
processing [BD92, Gre05, Hue05, KSK08]. Producing [FP03, MO14].
product [BFGJ04]. Profiling [MJ98b, CCP95, RW93b, RR96, SBHG10].
Program [Bie00, Spe14, TW00, Tah03b, Thi03, Tho04b, Tur93, Bir06, BH92,
Chi08, Col03, DD03b, EAKC06, F+13, KH95, Lin13, MKJ09, Ram03, RW93a,
Thi99, Tof94, Sha04b]. programmer [Pau91, SJCA17, Fou96, Rea97].
programmers [LS96, OG10]. Programming
[Arm07, Bai99, BDT01, BDT04, Boi03, Bro12, CG18, Chi09, Dup95, Fer04,
Fer06, GS03, GBF05, Hag11, HP93, Hin10b, Hut07, Joh92, KH18, Klu01,
KG17, MK97, MM03, Mel97, Mic00, MCP93, O’D01, Oka99a, Rea97, Rus03,
SFG14, SD17, Tah03a, Ten97, Ten00, Tho02, Tho04b, Tri05, Wat14, vS00,
AAS17, AVDP13, AA10, All05, BJZS10, BDH96, BM05, BC06b, Bra13, Bru94,
CK04, COL03, CM98, DvJE04, Erw04, EKO6, FCF+02, FKS11, FH01,
FW08, GJL+07, Gdm03, Hai03, HMM18, HR99, Har13, HP95a, Hic04, Hud00,
HNSH97, JVV93, KM01, LP13, LLR93, Lew13, LOMP05, LS10, Liit03,
Mac99, Mac94, Ma92, MG06, MW18, MP08, MS04, MW08, Mit03, Mor93,
Mor18, MKJ09, NO99, Nor05, O’H96, Oka01, OG10, OSC12, Par10, Pat14].
programming [PG20, PT94, RL99, Rep99, RFT03, SSW09, Ser00, SLW+07, She11, SJ92,
SM13, SW16, Sta98, SCF+13, TW93, Ull94, VHO4, Wad94, Wak07, Wam11,
Waz10, Wei06, Xi07, ZDK+15, Am04, Fon96, Gam09, Rag20, Ric98, Ang03,
Bur99, Ceb12, Han04, Har99b, Kol12, Lin00, Orc14, Pag97, Pag98, PT99, Ric98,
San06, Tho09, Bha09, Der04, Fou96, Han01, MK97, Me197, San09, Sim07].
Programs
[Kol12, Sch03a, SJW18, ASS96, ASS00, AA10, AFB92, ABR97, AN97, Ben01,
BR94, CDHA14, DG00, Fil03, FS03, GG99, IT16, KV12, KM01, KSK08,
MJ98b, RW93b, SSV08, SBHG10, VDH10, Wak98, Wak99, Mic07, Wou01].
project [Ach11, CF10, Men14]. project-based [Men14]. Projection
[Lau91, Jon92b]. projections [LB96]. Promoting [KM01].
Proof
[BB96, CD18, Har99a, Har99a, MO14, Yi06, BS96, BD06, BCM01, Chl08,
GP91, GN91, GZND13, Kre04, Nee05, Pot13, Rea04]. Proof-directed
[Har99a, Har90a, Yi06]. Proof-irrelevance [BB96]. Proof-producing
[MO14]. Proof-relevant [CD18]. Proofs [BJP12, CK95, VDH10]. proper
Provers
[Mel97, AF04, Han99, LW99]. Proving
[BL96, GM93, GMO06, Hut94]. pseudo [Sch15]. pseudo-random [Sch15].
Pseudoknot [HFA+96]. PSSM [MG06]. PTIME [Mai04].
PTIME-completeness [Mai04]. Publications
[San06, Sim07]. pull
[SDK18]. pull-based [SDK18]. Pure [Ada06, Cou07, FP15, HP93, SH12,
Bar99, BS00, BC06a, CH94a, GP91, HP95a, MO14, Pol98]. Purely
[FKS11, Hin09b, Bir20, BO96, CK04, CDHA14, DLP10, Han99, MR01, Oka95, Sab98, Hin99a]. **purpose** [Bra13, HP06]. **Push** [SDK18, MP06]. push/enter [MP06]. Pushdown [JSE++]. **puzzle** [Jon13]. **Python** [Cla15].

**Quantifier** [Mai92]. **Quantitative** [DHW05]. **queries** [CGMS06, SFL17]. query [SDK18, Won00]. **Quest** [CL91]. queues [BO96, Oka95]. Quick [SJCA17]. quickly [HLSZ++]. quote [Hin11]. quote/antiquote [Hin11].

R [Bai99, Gam11a, Hai03, Jon06, Klu01, Rea97, Sha04b, Wal04, dP01]. Rabhi [Rus03]. Rachel [Mit95]. Racket [F++]. radix [Gib99].


rationals [GLB06]. Raymond [Boi12]. re [NR12, ORT09]. re-evaluated [NR12]. re-examined [ORT09]. reachability [MS08]. Reactive [Sch04, Spe20, Vil07, PG20, Tho00]. realistic [B393]. Realm [F++].

Reasoning [Bud08, Col03, IT16, Sha04a, DNB12, GKM++]. Har09b, HR04, OSC12, Sch03a, Car11, Tho04b]. rebinding [SSH++]. reconfigured [NR12]. Reconstruction [NP95, AN97, Pie13, PS20]. record [Bet00, Bou04, KD14]. rectangle [Bir11]. recursion [AA02, AP16, DP12, HW16, Jon92c, Mch03, NO99, Pit11]. Recursive [Dre07, GLP02, Bon04, LP99, NS93]. recursively [NO99]. Red [Kah01, Oka99b, GM14]. redex [SSH++]. redex-time [SSH++]. Reducer [NR12]. reducing [Bar92a, GP19].

reduction [AH08, Ben17, Bur91a, CD96, GPN19, GK96, KN95, SSH++]. reductions [DD03a]. Refactoring [TL13]. Reference [CGR96, Pey03-27]. refinement [Cl96]. Refining [KN95]. reflective [GMO06]. refutation [NTHV17].

Region [DG02, TJ92]. regions [FM06]. Regular [Hos06, HP03, ORT09, MCI04, TN15]. Regular-expression [ORT09].


Representation [Sha04a, CX05, HM96, JO15, KD14, KV12, Kis20, Th02]. representations [GSW926, WS92]. Representing [NR12]. revealing [Bar92b, LB96].
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